**CAMP PROGRESSION CHART**

**Which camp experience is right for your camper?**

Girl Scouts of Oregon and Southwest Washington's summer camp programs are designed to support girls in their continual learning and growth in the outdoors. This chart will help you visualize your girls' development through her outdoor experience and help you and your girl choose the best place for her to start! No matter which experience you choose, your girl will have fun, build skills, meet new friends and make memories that last a lifetime!

### FAMILY DAY AT OVERNIGHT CAMP

- **OPEN TO:** Kids entering grades 1–12 (boys, too!) and adults.
- **LENGTH:** One day.
- **AT THIS CAMP:** Explore overnight camp activities, camp properties and meet the staff.
- **GIRL EXPERIENCE:** See where you would sleep at overnight camp, meet the counselors and try a few different camp activities!
- **ADULT EXPERIENCE:** Volunteer at camp! All day camps are run and made possible by adult volunteers. Contact your day camp for details.

### DAY CAMP

- **OPEN TO:** Girls entering grades 1–12 and adult volunteers.
- **AVERAGE LENGTH:** Three days and two nights.
- **AT THIS CAMP:** Activities vary by camp and are planned, organized, and run by volunteers. Some camps offer a one-night optional overnight.
- **GIRL EXPERIENCE:** Learn and practice outdoor skills, leadership skills, art projects, games, songs and more!
- **ADULT EXPERIENCE:** Volunteer at camp! All day camps are run and made possible by adult volunteers. Contact your day camp for details.

### FRIENDS & FAMILY CAMPS

- **OPEN TO:** Girls entering grades 1–12 and adults.
- **AVERAGE LENGTH:** Five days.
- **AT THIS CAMP:** Participate in overnight camp together as a troop or family group. Learn and practice outdoor skills like fire building and knife safety. Try swimming, an art project, paddling on the lake, leadership games, outdoor cooking, songs and more.
- **GIRL EXPERIENCE:** Experience camp on your own! Sleep in cabins with 3–7 other girls similar in age. Counselors sleep in a cabin nearby.
- **ADULT EXPERIENCE FOR GIRL-ONLY OVERNIGHT CAMPS:**
  - During drop-off, you can accompany your camper to her sleeping unit to help her get settled. On pick-up day, your camper will become your tour guide and show you all of her favorite parts of camp!

### 4-DAY OVERNIGHT CAMP

- **OPEN TO:** Girls entering grades 1–12.
- **LENGTH:** Four days and three nights.
- **AT THIS CAMP:** Take part in swimming, canoeing, art projects, outdoor skills, leadership games, songs and more!
- **GIRL EXPERIENCE:** Experience camp on your own! Sleep in cabins with 3–7 other girls similar in age. Counselors sleep in a cabin nearby.
- **ADULT EXPERIENCE FOR GIRL-ONLY OVERNIGHT CAMPS:**

### 6-DAY OVERNIGHT CAMP

- **OPEN TO:** Girls entering grades 1–12.
- **LENGTH:** Six days and five nights.
- **AT THIS CAMP:** Try a traditional camp experience at classic camp or go on an expedition with a specialty camp. Are you interested in horses? Programs are available for all levels of experience.
- **GIRL EXPERIENCE:** Experience camp on your own for a longer week! Sleep in cabins with 3–7 other girls similar in age. Counselors sleep in a cabin nearby.
- **ADULT EXPERIENCE FOR GIRL-ONLY OVERNIGHT CAMPS:**

### LEADERSHIP CAMP

- **OPEN TO:** Girls entering grades 9–12.
- **AVERAGE LENGTH:** 11 to 26 days and nights.
- **AT THIS CAMP:** Help lead activities for younger girl groups at camp. These programs help develop leadership skills and offer the experience needed to be camp staff.
- **GIRL EXPERIENCE:** Explore leadership styles through community problem solving. Build a strong sense of self through working directly with campers and staff.
- **CAMP OPTIONS:** Outdoor Leader
  - Saddle Club
  - Counselor-in-Training*
  - Jr. Counselor/Jr. Wrangler*
- **Wrangler-in-Training* **
  - Application required for these options
- **DAY CAMP:** Want to try a leadership role at day camp? Contact day camps directly for details.